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Nanopatterning effects on magnetic anisotropy of epitaxial Fe „001…
micrometric squares
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Magneto-optic~MO! studies are performed on regular arrays of Fe~100! micrometric squares, where
the elements are patterned with different sizes~2.5–10mm! and separations~0.2–0.6mm!. When a
laser beam is focused inside the patterned structure a Bragg diffraction pattern is produced allowing
MO studies on both reflected and diffracted spots. The magnetic anisotropy has been analyzed by
in-plane MO hysteresis loops finding that, for square sizes below 2.5mm, it is not consistent with
the Fe crystalline cubic anisotropy, presenting a uniaxial-like behavior. The magnitude of the
corresponding anisotropy constants has been determined by analyzing the array response~on
reflected and diffracted spots! to a rotational magnetic field in a magneto-optical torque setup. For
square sizes of 10mm the anisotropy induced by patterning is negligible whereas for the small
squares~2.5mm! the uniaxial magnetic constant has been found to be roughly 0.2 times the Fe cubic
anisotropy constant. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1421042#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The fast development of lithography techniques dur
the last few years makes it possible to produce periodic
rays of magnetic elements with submicrometric dimension1

These techniques provide full control over the size, peri
and symmetry of the microstructures. The potential tech
logical interest extends from data storage devices to i
grated magnetoelectronic devices.2,3 On the other hand, thes
patterned arrays are of great relevance from the basic p
of view since fundamental properties of mesoscopic mag
tism can be probed. As an example, the correlation of m
netic properties of patterned structures with the size
shape of a single element, as well as with the array spac
is a central issue that is still not fully understood. In partic
lar, the characteristics of the magnetic anisotropy can be c
trolled and modified at these small scales by changing
geometry and size of the structures. This is a problem
fundamental interest, as magnetic anisotropy is the bas
the magnetization reversal processes that take place in
material.

In this work we have studied the magnetic anisotropy
arrays of single crystalline Fe~001! squares separated by su
micrometric distances. A systematic investigation of t
magneto-optical~MO! properties has been performed by
combination of conventional MO Kerr effect~MOKE! mea-

a!Electronic mail: jlvicent@fis.ucm.es
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surements and MO torque~MOT! experiments.4

In a first step, the measurements of the MOKE hystere
loops as a function of sample orientation have been use
determine the distribution of magnetic easy axes as a fu
tion of the square size and separation. Then, the MOT te
nique has been applied to determine the corresponding
isotropy constants of the patterned structures. By measu
both the reflected~specular measurements! and diffracted
~nonspecular measurements! spots generated under laser
lumination, MOT has also allowed us to get informatio
about the magnetization distribution state within a single
ement; this information is usually obtained by ma
netic force microscopy~MFM!5 and by Bitter decoration
experiments.6 In our case we have determined the minimu
magnetic field value which ensures a homogeneous ma
tization for every direction in a rotating magnetic field co
figuration.

II. EXPERIMENT

The arrays of magnetic elements were fabricated by p
terning single crystal iron films. The deposition of the co
tinuous 200 Å thick Fe film was performed on GaAs su
strates with a MgO~001! buffer layer in a triode sputtering
system with a base pressure in the low 1029 mbar range. The
crystallinity and interfaces of the films are excellent wi
well-defined peaks in the reflection high-energy electron d
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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fraction and high/low angle x-ray diffraction patterns.7 To
protect them from oxidation, the Fe films are coveredin situ
with a sputtered layer of Pt with a typical thickness of 70

The patterning of the continuous film was carried out
conventional electron-beam lithography as describ
elsewhere.8 Briefly, the as-deposited film is covered by a th
poly-methylmethacrylate~PMMA! film, which is subse-
quently irradiated in a scanning electron microscope and
veloped. This PMMA layer is used as a mask during an
beam etching procedure using Ar ions. Typically, we int
duced about 25% overetching in order to ensure that
continuous film was effectively separated. The total p
terned area is 5003500mm2, and the lithographed array o
Fe squares present periods~L, defined as the distance be
tween neighbor square centers! of 2.5, 5, and 10mm and
square-square separations~s, defined as the distance betwe
neighbor edges! of 0.2 and 0.6mm. All the tilings studied in
the present work have the square edges parallel to the
@110# directions, i.e., directions that are magnetically ha
Atomic force microscopy~AFM! characterization of the fab
ricated structures is carried out in a commercial Park Sc
tific unit.

The magnetic anisotropy of the samples has been
lyzed by a combination of MOT and MOKE experiments.4,9

The optical setup was the same for both techniques.
laser ~He–Ne! beam is focused on the sample producing
spot size of about 250mm diameter. The reflected/diffracte
p-polarized light is focused inside a Si photodiode. The s
nal from the photodiode is compensated from the dc of
and amplified. For MOKE experiments the sample is plac
inside a Helmholtz coil providing a maximum field of;400
Oe perpendicular to the incidence plane.

For the MOT measurement the coil is substituted b
magnet mounted on a rotational stage driven by an elect
motor. The rotation frequency can be changed between
and 40 Hz. The magnitude of the applied magnetic field
the sample position is controlled by adjusting the dista
between the sample and rotating magnet. This control o
the applied magnetic field magnitude is necessary since
of the requirements to be satisfied by the MOT data anal
is that the magnitude of the applied magnetic field should
high enough to induce a uniform magnetization in each e
ment in every direction.4 The reflectivity signal is periodic
with a period that coincides with the inverse of the rotati
magnet frequency. The angle of the rotating applied fi
with respect to the plane of incidence and the applied m
netic field magnitude is measured with a Hall probe. T
technique has emerged as a powerful and versatile too
quantify magnetic anisotropies in unpatterned and patter
films, and it has been successfully applied to determ
the anisotropy constants of submicrometric stripe sha
Fe~001! elements.4

As was mentioned before, MO measurements have b
performed on both diffracted and reflected beams. In the
lowing we classify the diffracted spots in two groups: tho
that lie in the plane defined by the incident and refrac
laser beams are labeled as ‘‘horizontal orders.’’ On the ot
hand those that align perpendicular to this plane are refe
to as ‘‘vertical orders.’’ In order to clarify this nomenclatur
Downloaded 11 Jun 2010 to 161.111.235.252. Redistribution subject to A
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Fig. 1 shows a sketch of the spatial distribution of diffract
beams with respect to sample orientation and pump la
beam. In this figurenh andnv denote horizontal and vertica
orders, respectively. It should be noted that the magn
field arrangement displayed in Fig. 1 corresponds to t
used in MOKE experiments. When MOT measurements
to be performed this magnetic field geometry is substitu
by a rotating magnet so that the applied magnetic field
always parallel to the sample surface.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Determination of magnetic axes distribution

In order to investigate the magnetic anisotropies indu
by patterning we have measured in-plane hysteresis loop
different sample orientations. The sample was rotated so
the angle between applied magnetic field and square dia
nal was varied from 0° up to 360°. These measurements w
performed on both Fe continuous film and also on the squ
patterned arrays. The angular dependence of the reduce
manenceMr /Ms ~Ms being the saturation magnetization an
Mr the magnetization at remanence! obtained for the Fe con
tinuous film ~not shown! has a well-defined cubic biaxia
anisotropy as expected.7,10

Figure 2 shows the polar plots of reduced remane
obtained for the patterned arrays as a function of array pe
~L! and square-square separation~s!. Two markedly different
behaviors are observed as a function of the square size.

~1! L510 and 5mm squares. The remanence shows c
bic biaxial anisotropy for the two edge distances. This w
nevertheless expected since the Fe easy axis extends pa

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the spatial distribution of diffracted bea
with respect to sample orientation and pump laser beam.

FIG. 2. Polar plots of reduced remanence obtained from the different sq
arrays.
IP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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to the square diagonal so that the net anisotropy is a com
nation of two cubic anisotropies aligned~Fe and shape
anisotropies!.

~2! For the 2.532.5mm2 cases a clear uniaxial aniso
ropy is found superimposed on the Fe cubic anisotropy.
hard axis of this new uniaxial symmetry lies close to t
@110# crystalline direction~0° in Fig. 2!. For both square
separations the presence of magnetic domains is clearly
servable at remanence (Mr /Ms,0.7). These magnetic do
mains are more evident fors50.6mm as a result of the
reduction in the square-square magnetic interaction.

B. MOKE measurements in reflected and diffracted
spots

Figure 3 shows the MOKE hysteresis loops, i.e.,
magnetization component parallel to the applied field, wh
it is applied along a hard magnetic axis~parallel to mi-
crosquare edge!. The data displayed have been obtained
the L510mm array, with an interelement separation ofs
50.6mm. The magnetic loops obtained for the reflected s
(n50) show the expected shape that corresponds to
abrupt magnetization reversal.10 When the transverse MOKE
loops are recorded on the first (n51), second (n52), third
(n53), and fourth (n54) horizontal diffracted spots@col-
umn ~a! in Fig. 3# it is clearly observable that they are qui
different from each other and also different from the o
observed when the loop is recorded on the reflected spo
principle, different shaped diffraction loops could be e
pected when changing the order~n! of the diffracted spot due

FIG. 3. MO loops obtained in the reflected and diffracted spots. Column~a!
displays horizontal diffracted beams whereas vertical orders are show
column ~b!.
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to interference effects while magnetization reversal ta
place.11,12 It has been proposed previously that these dis
tions in the horizontal/vertical diffracted signals could be
lated to the horizontal/verticaln Fourier component of the
measured projection of the magnetization in each squa13

As a matter of fact, when the MOKE loops corresponding
the vertical diffracted spots are recorded@column~b! in Fig.
3# the differences with respect to the reflected one are
marked in comparison to the differences observed in
horizontal case. This can be explained by taking into acco
that magnetization inhomogeneities along the applied fi
direction are expected to be weaker than those produce
the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field.

In addition, as the Bragg order increases, the differen
between the MO signal from diffracted and reflected sp
decrease, indicating that the contributions to magnetiza
of high order Fourier components (n.4) are negligible in
comparison to that produced by low order components.

Figure 3 indicates that MO measurements on the
fracted spots can be used to estimate the homogeneity o
magnetization in each Fe square. In the next section, a c
bination of specular and nonspecular MOT experiments w
be used to determine the magnetic anisotropy constant o
different Fe squares.

C. Determination of magnetic anisotropy constants

Once the magnetic axes distribution has been de
mined, the MOT technique has been used to determine
magnetic anisotropy constants and to investigate their ev
tion with the change ofL ands.

The loops shown in Fig. 3 are clear evidence of t
existence of a nonhomogeneous magnetization distribu
during magnetization reversal within the microsquares.11–13

This inhomogeneous distribution is field dependent, since
high enough magnetic fields no magnetization inhomoge
ities are expected. As mentioned before, MOT experime
~which provide the magnitude of magnetic anisotropy co
stants! require a field intensity that guarantees a single
main state during the rotation process.4 Nevertheless, MOKE
experiments on diffracted spots discussed in Sec. III B do
determine the minimum applied magnetic field that ensu
the single domain state in a rotating field configuration.

In MOT experiments, the anglea between applied mag
netic field and Fe easy axis is continuously changed~see Fig.
4!, so that the magnetization component perpendicular to
put beam polarization@M y5M sin(u)# also changes. In MOT
experiments this component is measured as a function of
applied magnetic field angle.

Figure 5 shows the angular dependence of the inten
of the reflected~dotted lines! and first order horizontally dif-
fracted spots~solid lines! for a L510mm array with s
50.2 ands50.6mm @columns~a! and~b!, respectively# and
for different applied magnetic field magnitudes. In all th
cases zero angle corresponds to the situation where the
plied magnetic field is parallel to the Fe hard axis~see Fig. 4!
so that the MO signal is maximum. Note the differenc
between reflected (n50) and diffracted (n51) responses.
For low magnetic fields (H50.8 kOe) and for 90°, 270°, ..

in
IP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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angles there is a sudden increase in the diffracted inten
which is in contrast with the monotonic behavior observed
the reflected signal. The height of these peaks depends o
magnitude of the applied magnetic field. As the magne
field increases the diffracted intensity angular depende
resembles more the reflected, or zero order, one. This s
larity between specular and nonspecular MO signals in
cates that an homogeneous magnetic state has been rea
This has been observed for applied magnetic fields of
order of 2 kOe. The curves obtained forH.2 kOe do not
present remarkable differences to those shown in Fig. 5
the H52.1 kOe case. Similar experiments have been p
formed on theL52.5 and 5mm arrays. In all the cases w

FIG. 4. Schematic of the geometrical distribution of applied magnetic fi
induced magnetization, Fe hard axis, and patterned squares during
experiments.

FIG. 5. MOT signal obtained from reflected~dotted line! and first order
diffracted beam~solid line! as a function of applied magnetic amplitud
Data have been obtained fromL510mm arrays withs50.2 and 0.6mm
@columns~a! and ~b!, respectively#.
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have concluded that uniform magnetic state during the wh
rotation process is achieved for magnetic fields of the or
of 2 kOe.

When the rotating magnetic fieldH is applied in the
plane of the film and its magnitude is high enough to gu
antee a single domain state in every direction, the dep
dence of the reflectivity on the direction of the applied ma
netic field ~a! can be expressed as.4

R~a!5R01A cos~u!1B cos2~u!, ~1!

whereu is the angle between the induced magnetization
the axis perpendicular to the plane of incidence~see Fig. 4!.
This expression is only valid in our experimental geome
where both the incident and reflected light arep polarized, so
that only ther pp reflection term contributes. Therefore th
evolution of DR5R(a)2R0 versusa represents a direc
measurement of the changes in the direction of magnet
tion as the magnetic field rotates.

Figure 6 shows the angular dependence ofDR for Fe
continuous films as well as for the different patterns in t
presence of a rotating magnetic field of 2 kOe. In the abse
of any magnetic anisotropy the obtained curve would disp
a pure sinusoidal shape~there is no phase difference betwe
applied magnetic field and induced magnetization!. The ef-
fect of the magnetic anisotropy is to induce a phase diff
ence between the field and the magnetization so that, in g
eral,uÞa. When the magnetic field is rotating from an ea
axis towards a hard axis the induced magnetization lags
hind the field. It leads ahead when rotating from a hard a

,
T

FIG. 6. Angular dependence of the reflectivity~points! and corresponding
fits ~lines! for square arrays with different square-square separations
periods. The continuous iron film data and fit are also shown. Applied m
netic field was 2 kOe.
IP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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towards an easy one. The presence of magnetic anisotro
is then characterized by deviations from a sinusoidal refl
tivity. For a single domain system the angle between app
magnetic field and induced magnetization~and therefore the
shape of reflectivity versus angle curves! can be calculated
minimizing the magnetic free energy. For the continuous
film case this can be expressed as14

E5S Kc

4 D sin2 2~u2b!2HMs cos~a2u290°!, ~2!

whereKc is a cubic anisotropy constant,H the applied field,
MS the saturation magnetization, andb is the angle between
the easy axis and thex axis. In our experimental condition
b545°. The final shape of the reflectivity curve is dete
mined by the ratioP5Kc/2HMS so that this is varied unti
the differences between experimental data and predi
curve are minimized. This method has been first applied
the Fe single crystalline film. The corresponding curve
shown in Fig. 6 where open circles are experimental data
the solid line is the best fit. The cubic anisotropy const
obtained from the Fe data isKc54.053105 erg cm23, which
agrees with the values derived from the anisotropy field c
ventional hysteresis loops withH applied along a hard mag
netic axis. It is also similar to values reported for Fe films
comparable thickness.15

To quantify the additional shape anisotropy induced
the square patterning process, the data obtained from
different square arrays are fitted by minimizing the magne
energy of the system. In addition to the crystalline anis
ropy, another term for the square shape induced anisotro
introduced. As a first order approximation, justified by t
polar plots of the reduced remanence shown in Fig. 2,
additional anisotropy has been considered as cubic foL
510 and 5mm arrays so that for these cases the magn
energy can be now written as

E5S Ksh
c

4 D sin2 2~u2b8!1S Kc

4 D sin2 2~u2b!

2HMs cos~a2u290°!, ~3!

whereKsh
c is the shape anisotropy constant. The subscripc

denotes that for these square arrangements this addit
anisotropy corresponds to a cubic one. In expression~3! b8
is the angle between the easy axis associated with the s
anisotropy and thex axis. Minimizing this free energy pro
vides the relation between the actual angle of induced m
netization and the applied magnetic field angle. The exp
mental MOT curves are then fitted by keeping fixed t
anisotropy constant (Kc) obtained from the continuous F
film MOT curves. Experimental data~open circles! and best
fits ~solid lines! are shown in Fig. 6 for all the array configu
rations. In this way the fit provides the value of the sha
anisotropy constant due to the square patterning. It shoul
noted here that the orientation of shape anisotropy easy
(b8) is also varied during the fitting procedure. The valu
finally obtained areb8545°68° for all the cases, indicating
that Fe easy axes and square diagonals are aligned in a
dance with the patterning design. The values obtained
the shape anisotropy constants are 7.313103 and 8.44
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3104 erg cm23 for s50.6mm and forL510 and 5mm ar-
rays, respectively. For 0.2mm separation,Ksh decreases sig
nificantly down to 2.893103 and 3.93104 erg cm23 for L
510 and 5mm cases, respectively. This suggests that m
netic interactions between adjacent Fe squares become
relevant at these small separations, in good agreement
previous studies based on the analysis of hysteresis lo
obtained from similar Fe square arrays.9 Moreover, the re-
duction in the effective shape anisotropy for small intere
ment separation has been also found in MOT studies
Fe~001! stripe arrays.4

For theL52.5mm arrays and in accordance with pol
plots of reduced remanence, the magnetic energy of the
tem can be written as

E5~Ku!sin2~u2b8!1S Kc

4 D sin2 2~u2b!2HMs

3cos~a2u290°!, ~4!

where Ku is the uniaxial anisotropy constant andb8 now
determines the orientation of this uniaxial anisotropy. Fro
the analysis of MOT curves~see Fig. 6! we have found that
the corresponding easy axis is around 16° with respect to
@2110# crystalline direction in accordance to data shown
Fig. 2. In addition, the anisotropy constants obtained
0.893105 and 0.953105 erg cm23 for s50.2 and 0.6mm,
respectively. In this case the magnetic anisotropy consta
also reduced by magnetic interaction between adjac
squares.

The values obtained for the shape anisotropy const
as a function of array period are summarized in Table I. I
clearly observable that as the square size is reduced the s
magnetic anisotropy increases, as was expected. In addi
the anisotropy constant decreases with the square-sq
separation due to magnetic interactions. The uniaxial ani
ropy induced by the nanopatterning process in the sma
studied sizes could have different origins that are conside
next.

First, any elongation along one of the sides of t
squares would produce an additional uniaxial shape ani
ropy. In order to analyze this possible origin, a careful det
mination of the square dimensions has been done by A
experiments. They have shown that the relative elongatio
as low as 5% and 2% for theL52.5mm square arrays with

TABLE I. Magnetic anisotropy constants as calculated from MOT expe
ments as a function of array period and square-square separation. The
acter of the patterning induced magnetic anisotropy is also indicated
each case.

Array period
~L!

Square-square separation
~s! ~mm!

Anisotropy constant
(3104 erg cm23) Anisotropy

10 mm 0.6 0.73 cubic
0.2 0.28 cubic

5 mm 0.6 8.44 cubic
0.2 3.9 cubic

2.5 mm 0.6 9.5 uniaxial
0.2 8.9 uniaxial
IP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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s50.6 and 0.2mm, respectively, this elongation being low
than 2% for the larger squares~L55 and 10mm!. This de-
viation from the square shape is probably related to the
tensity profile of the electron-beam which could differ from
perfect Gaussian distribution. The corresponding unia
shape anisotropy induced in the sample plane can be
mated as

Kush5
1
2~Ny2Nx!M

2, ~5!

where Ny and Nx are the demagnetizing factors along t
two perpendicular in-plane directions. They can be evalua
considering the Fe~001! square elements as very flat ellip
soids, that is, their axesa, b, andc along the directionsx, y,
andz present the relationa>b@c. In this case the difference
of the demagnetizing factors can be written as16

Ny2Nx54p~c/a!$~12e2!@2K~e!2E~e!#

2E~e!%/@e2~12e2!1/2#, ~6!

whereK(e) and E(e) are the complete elliptic integrals o
the first and second kinds, respectively, ande5@1
2(b/a)2#1/2.

Considering the upper limit for the possible induced a
isotropy, that is, b50.95a ~elongation of 5%!, with a
52 mm andc520 nm ~Fe cube dimensions for the smalle
squares!, we obtain

Kush5
1
2~Ny2Nx!M

2'1.753104 erg cm23. ~7!

This upper limit shows that, although this effect can gi
some contribution to the patterning induced uniaxial anis
ropy, it is clearly smaller than the observed one~see Table I!,
so that other factors must be present.

Another effect that can contribute to the origin of th
observed uniaxial anisotropy is the possible relaxation of
growth induced stresses when the film is patterned in sm
elements, producing a stress anisotropy. In general, this
isotropy is given by

Ks53/2ls, ~8!

wherel is the magnetostriction of the material ands is the
stress acting on the sample. Taking the experimentally
served value of the uniaxial anisotropyK59
3104 erg cm23 andl5231025 for crystalline iron,14 it im-
plies internal stresses of the order ofs'33109 dyn cm23

533108 Pa. On the other hand, the stress associated wit
epitaxial growth in the first layers can be estimated assg

5 1
2MY«, MY being the Young’s modulus of the material an

« the distortion produced in the lattice due to the misma
between the substrate and the grown film. In our Fe film
MY'231011Pa17 and «'4%, giving sg'43109 Pa.
These values ofsg are usually relaxed along the film by th
formation of dislocations. However, although they are
duced, they could still become comparable with the eva
ated s needed to induce the uniaxial anisotropy assg is
originally one order of magnitude larger.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have performed a systematic investigation
magneto-optical experiments on the magnetic anisotr
Downloaded 11 Jun 2010 to 161.111.235.252. Redistribution subject to A
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characteristics of periodic arrays of Fe microsquares w
different sizes and submicrometric separations. The perio
distribution of magnetic elements allows the investigation
MO response in both reflected and diffracted spots. N
specular measurements serve to determine when the ma
tization within the microsquares reaches a homogeneous
tribution. We have concluded that, if the applied fie
magnitude is of the order of 2 kOe, the field strength is h
enough to guarantee a single domain state in a rotating
configuration.

The magnetic axes distribution has been studied by m
surements of in-plane hysteresis loops at different magn
field orientations. The magnetic anisotropy obtained depe
strongly on the square size. When this is reduced below
mm, the magnetic anisotropy presents an important unia
character. Although some possible shape anisotropy co
bution is not negligible, this uniaxial anisotropy might b
mainly originated during the patterning process by the rel
ation of the internal stresses of the epitaxially grown fil
inducing a stress anisotropy.

Finally, we have used the MOT technique to determ
the effective magnetic anisotropy constants induced
square patterning. For large square sizes, a biaxial shape
isotropy associated with the lithographed array is observ
ranging from 33103 erg cm23 to 83104 erg cm23. It de-
creases when the square size is reduced or the square-s
separation is decreased due to the presence of magnet
teractions between neighbor elements. For the sma
squares this additional anisotropy is uniaxial, being of
order of 93104 erg cm23, which is 0.2 times the Fe crysta
line constants.
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